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Introduction
Pediatric cerebellar ataxias (PCAs) are a clinically heterogeneous group of neurological disorders characterized by impairment in motor
coordination and balance. Within PCA, patients with Joubert syndrome can often surprisingly show postural motor behaviour comparable to
that of healthy subjects1, which may depend on the non-progressive nature of the pathological form. Indeed, it has been demonstrated that
children with congenital neuronal dysfunctions and even complete cerebellar agenesis2 are able to recover limb functionality, so as to perform
even complex motor tasks3. Such a compensation could be justiﬁed by an hyper-function of the remaining brain areas which have to cope with
a stable lesion creating new neural pathways. Since it is interesting to ﬁgure out which and how diﬀerent neural substrates play a role in the
functional compensation, we simulated whole-brain dynamics starting from a multimodal dataset within “The Virtual Brain (TVB)” modeling
framework4,5. TVB has recently been developed to integrate structural and functional connectomes with computational models that simulate
global brain dynamics at single-subject level and has been used to investigate the impact of cerebro-cerebellar connectivity to generate wholebrain dynamics6. Here, cerebralspatio-temporal dynamics including or excluding the cerebro-cerebellarconnections were calculated to
investigate the putative compensatory role played by neural structures in cerebellar ataxia.

Methods
Subject
Data were obtained in one single patient with Joubert syndrome (male; 21 years; hospitalized at the Istituto Neurologico "C. Besta", Milano) by
using a Philips 3T Achieva scanner. A 3DT1-weighted volume (MPRAGE sequence, TR/TE= 8.28/3.83ms, 1mm isotropic resolution), diﬀusionweighted images (SE-EPI sequence, TR/TE=8400/85ms, 2.5 mm isotropic resolution, b=1000,2000 s/mm2, 32 isotropically distributed
directions/shell and 7 b0 images), and resting state fMRI (rs-fMRI) series (GE-EPI sequence, TR/TE= 2400/30ms, 3mm isotropic resolution, 200
volumes) were acquired.
Multimodal dataset
3DT1-weighted images were segmented (FSL7) as white matter, gray matter (GM), subcortical GM, and cerebrospinal ﬂuid. From diﬀusionweighted data, 30 million streamlines whole-brain Anatomically-Constrained Tractography8,9,10 was performed (MRtrix311). An ad-hoc atlas
comprising 126 regions was created combining 93 cerebral, including cortical and subcortical structures (Automated Anatomical Labeling12),
and 33 cerebellar (SUIT13) labels. The structural connectivity (SC) matrix was obtained combining the atlas with the whole-brain tractography
and using the normalized number of streamlines as edges and cortical/subcortical labels as nodes. rs-fMRI data were processed using the Data
Processing and Analysis of Brain Imaging (DPABI,)14,15 and Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM16) within MATLAB17. Slice timing, brain
extraction, and head motion correction (Friston 24 method) were performed. ROI time-courses were extracted for each node and a functional
connectivity (FC) matrix was evaluated correlating time-courses between pair of nodes with Fisher z-transformed coeﬃcient. This FC matrix was
thresholded at 0.12066 to obtain the ﬁnal experimental FC (expFC) matrix.
TVB simulation
The SC matrix deﬁned the long-range connectivity of the brain. A reduced Wong-Wang model18 was chosen to generate the mean activity of
each node (simulated FC, simFC). A model inversion approach was used to tune the global coupling parameter within the whole-brain network,
including cerebro-cerebellar connectivity. The value for which the correlation between expFC and simFC presented its maximum was assumed
as the optimal global coupling (Gcoupl). Brain dynamics were simulated for 6 minutes and a speciﬁc time-series for each node was provided.
Pearson correlation coeﬃcient (PCC) between temporal signals was estimated to calculate the ﬁnal simFC matrix. The simulation was repeated
for three conditions: 1) whole-brain network, 2) cerebral subnetwork, 3) embedded cerebro-cerebellar subnetwork.
Statistics
PCC was used to assess the coherence between expFC and simFC in the three previous conditions, hence either including or excluding the
cerebro-cerebellar connectivity. The correlation coeﬃcient between SC and simFC was also calculated.

Results
Gcoupl value and PCC between SC-simFC, expFC-simFC are reported for the three conditions (Table 1). SC, expFC, whole-brain simFC, cerebral
simFC and embedded cerebro-cerebellar simFC matrices are presented (Figure 1). PCC between expFC and simFC results strongly decrease
(0.162) when cerebro-cerebellar connectivity is excluded from simulation (see Table 1).
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Discussion
This work aimed to investigate brain functional connectivity in a subject with a non-progressive cerebellar dysfunction using TVB, which was
developed for patient-speciﬁc analysis. Despite the brain dynamics analysis was performed on a single-subject, our preliminary data
highlighted that PCC, i.e. prediction power, strongly decreases when we exclude cerebro-cerebellar connectivity from the generation of cerebral
activity. This result seems to be in agreement with the hypothesis that patients with this non-progressive disorder are able to recover motor
functionality thanks to compensatory strategies implemented by cerebellar plasticity, itself. The cerebellum could create new neural pathways
with other neural substrates, becoming essential in brain networks despite it is itself damaged. Future studies are warranted to verify that this
is the case in more subjects and to focus on speciﬁc neural candidates that could be involved. A possible candidate may be the subtalmic
nucleus, which has been shown to reciprocally connect striatum and cerebellum19–21. A functional compensatory action of the cerebellum
during basal ganglia pathology22,23 has been recently described, while a putative compensatory role of the basal ganglia on cerebellar diseases
is still to be demonstrated.
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Figures

TTaab
bl e 11:: Parameters forwhole-brain network, cerebral subnetwork and embedded cerebro-cerebellar subnetwork.Optimal value for global
coupling (Gcoupl) and Pearson correlation coeﬃcients (PCC) between structural connectivity (SC), experimental (expFC) and simulated
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functional connectivity (simFC) are reported.

F i ggu rre 11: A) Experimental matrices of structural connectivity (expSC) and functional connectivity (expFC) in the patient with Joubert syndrome.
B) Simulated functional connectivity (simFC) matrices for whole-brain network (left), cerebral subnetwork (center) and embedded cerebrocerebellar subnetwork (right). In each matrix, rows and columns represent a speciﬁc brain region (node), while each intersection point
represents a connection, weighted by the number of streamlines, between two nodes (edge).
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